To be eligible for the Dean’s List, a student must have the following:

1. A minimum overall grade point average of 2.00
2. Achieve a grade point average of no less than 3.25 for a given semester.
3. Pass at least 12 semester hours for a given semester unless the official Curriculum, in which the student is enrolled, required fewer than 12 credit hours.

Abdurrahim, Sumaiyah               Carmichael, Ania               Hardee, Amare'
Alexander, Kaden                   Caudle, Shamya                Hardgraves, Ta’khia
Alexander, Kari                     Clayborn, Jacob               Hargrove, Jera
Allen, Kayla                        Collins, Camry                Harper, Mya
Alleyne, Torain                     Colton, Kendra                Haugabrook II, Jarrod
Anderson, Darius                    Cotton, Olivia                Heard, Ladaea
Anderson, Christopher               Cross II, Shawn               Heng, Antonio
Anthony, Shalome                     Cuff, Azariah                Hernandez, Hector
Anyia, Kileesha                       Cullen, Kennedi              Hightower, Jordan
Armstrong, James                    Cummings, Tobias            Hill, Jaylen
Atury, Raylon                        Cunningham, Zora            Holland Jr., Jerome
Bah, Aissatou                         Davis, Alecia                Holmes, Lauren
Baker, Sarai                           Davis, Brianee              Hopkins, Laila
Barnes, Harrison                   Dearing, Ariyae                Hoskins, Alanis
Barrie, Amir                           Debrow, Ryan               Jackson, Keyonnia
Beasley, Kohen                         Dent, D’Kia                 Jackson, Dayna
Bell, Arianna                         Dervin, Cameron              Johnson, Cheyenne
Bell, Cameron                         Donnell, Kennedy              Johnson, Angel
Bello, Denim                          Duncan, Haley                Johnson, Makyla
Benson, Damon                         Dunn, Ts’vealeah               Johnson, Zoë
Bowden, Quian                           Edmond, Colby                Johnson, Keenan
Bridges, Stephan                       El-Sheikh, Yusuf             Johnson III, Louis
Britton, Kourtnei                    Franklin, Syreniti           Jones, Alexandria
Brooks, Seanna                        Gamble, Jalen                Jones, Veronica
Brown, Shayla                           Gonzalez, Evan              Jones, Charniece
Brunson, Jayla                         Gonzalez, Centalia           Jones, Kalon
Burkett, Shawn                           Gray, Taniece               Jones, Kaiya
Burns, Keyon                           Grayson, Duane               Kaome, Tanyaradzwa
Bynum, Kendrick                        Hadley, Alyssa                Lamar II, Artez
Calhoun, Kendrick                      Hall, Christian              Law, Jr., Kenneth
Cameron, Jamiyah                        Hall, Darren                Leggins, Kennedy

Notation: There may have been a change in Major which is not reflected at the time when this list was generated. The latter will occur in Spring 2024 as deemed necessary.
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Sellers, Arnaud
Shannon, Olivia
Shaw, Jack
Slaughter, James
Smith, Kailey
Smith, Chelsea
Smith, Chloe
Smith, Christopher
Smith, Dante
Smith, Cayden
Smith, Bryson
Smith, Alexis
Smith, Cyrek
Sneed, Ari
Spivey, Renoldo
Sprinkle, Sian
Stephenson, Mikiah
Stokes, Kameron
Summerall, Sariah
Surgick, Eric
Taylor, Santee
Thomas, Avery
Thomas, Ashanti
Thompson, Alexis
Thornton, Byron
Thues, Imani
Torrence, Tikyriah
Traylor, Alexander
Truitt, Jaelin
Vasconcellos, Cavaun
Voss, Jaly
Wallace, Jacaylyn
Ware, Logan
Ware II, Terry
Washington, Davan
Weaver, Weniyah
Webb, Shamiyah
Webb, Lauren
Westery, J'Alice
White, Evan
Williams, Emperor
Williams, Faith
Williams, Warren
Williams, Cameron
Williams Jr., Daniel
Williford, Skye
Willis, Lanya
Wilson, Kamari
Woodley, Levi
Young, Keyondre

Notation: There may have been a change in Major which is not reflected at the time when this list was generated. The latter will occur in Spring 2024 as deemed necessary.